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®

Vision Benefit Plans for
Illinois Groups

Vision benefit plans that combine choice, value and wellness.

DeltaVision is provided by ProTec Insurance Company, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Delta Dental of Illinois, in association with EyeMed Vision Care networks.
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DeltaVision®, in association with
the EyeMed Vision Care Access,
Select and Insight networks, offers
vision care plans that give enrollees
access to a national network of
both independent providers and
leading optical retailers. The vision
care network includes optometrists,
ophthalmologists and opticians who
are credentialed following NCQA
standards. With DeltaVision, you can
offer your employees a vision benefit
program that combines choice, value
and wellness.

Why offer a vision benefit plan?
• Eye exams can detect symptoms of diseases like diabetes, hypertension, multiple sclerosis, brain
tumors, osteoporosis and rheumatoid arthritis.1
• 75 percent of Americans wear vision correction.2
• Two-thirds of employees would trade a vacation day for vision coverage.3
With the workforce aging and the increased use of computers leading to eyestrain and other related
problems, vision care has become one of the most highly desired benefits. Eye health can also have a
profound effect on worker productivity and overall health.

DeltaVision Benefits Employers and Employees
With a DeltaVision plan, you’ll enjoy:
• Easy benefits administration and
implementation
• Combined billing for vision and dental benefits
• Increased employee health and productivity
• An enhanced benefits package
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Your employees will receive:
• Choice of independent and retail providers
• Lower out-of-pocket vision expenses
• Up to 40 percent off additional vision care
purchases after using plan benefits
• Wide selection of frames including leading
brand names at leading optical retailers

Large Network Choice
DeltaVision offers the best of both worlds – thousands of private practice providers along with
the nation’s most respected optical retail brands such as LensCrafters®, Pearle Vision® and Target
Optical®. All providers meet NCQA guidelines for credentialing and are continually monitored.
• Enrollees can select from any frame available at leading optical retailers.
• Enrollees can easily locate network providers through the Delta Dental of Illinois website,
deltadentalil.com/deltavision, or by calling customer service.
• In-network providers are free to recommend the lens options that best meet the enrollees’ needs,
without being restricted to specific labs or plan exclusions.

The Best Value in Vision Care
By promoting eye health, a vision plan adds significant value to your overall benefits package. Not
only is vision coverage a highly desired benefit, but vision disorders cost businesses $8 billion in lost
productivity each year. DeltaVision makes vision care affordable with access to a convenient network
and high-quality plan options.

A Commitment to Wellness
Vision wellness plays an important role in the overall health and well-being of your employees. Annual
eye exams can reveal vision-related problems like cataracts and glaucoma, as well as general health
conditions like diabetes and hypertension. Early detection and treatment leads to healthier lives for
your employees and reduced health care costs for your company.

To learn more about DeltaVision
plan options, contact your
Delta Dental representative
at 800-335-8215 or go to
deltadentalil.com/deltavision.
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